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A nationally known sex therapist offers an in-depth look at low sex drive among women—with

information and exercises for reviving female desire and sexual pleasure According to an often-

quoted study reported in the Journal of the American Medical Association, 43% of American

women suffer from “low libido.” In The Return of Desire, respected sex therapist and researcher

Gina Ogden offers a new understanding of this surprising and troubling statistic, moving

beyond hormones, drugs, and other medical perspectives to address the mental, emotional,

and relational dynamics that can dampen desire.Based on her recent national sex survey and

on decades of clinical practice, Dr. Ogden offers readers scores of insights, approaches, and

exercises to help them understand how sexual desire can decrease or even disappear in

relationships and what they can do about it. She shows you how to:• Open up to the four

energies that spark desire• Create heart-to-heart communication with your partner• Transcend

guilt, shame, and “good-girls-don't” messages• Help heal the sexual wounds of abuse,

addiction, affairs, and low self-esteem• Enjoy sexual pleasure throughout your life span—from

new love, to parenthood, and into your golden years



“This book is the prescription women need to finally come home to themselves and to the vital

life force that is their sexual desire.”—Christiane Northrup, MD“To read this book is to bask in

the radiance of the wisest of sexual guides. Ogden gently and lovingly takes readers on a

magnificent journey.”—Ian Kerner, author of She Comes First and Passionista“Gina Ogden

probes the intricacies of female sexuality with subtle depth and understanding. I plan to

recommend this book to any woman on her path to finding greater sexual self-discovery and

self-acceptance, and ultimately ecstasy.”—Esther Perel, author of Mating in

Captivity“Engaging, accessible, well-researched, and full of wonderful anecdotes from women

across the life span. A delightful invitation for all readers to explore the full range of our own

desires.”—Judy Norsigian and Lynn Rosenbaum, for Our Bodies Ourselves“Gina Ogden listens

to women. Her book lifts the language of desire from competition and dysfunction to caring,

empathy, and a powerful new consciousness that expands our lives and our partnerships.”—

Riane Eisler, author of The Chalice and the Blade and The Real Wealth of Nations“Ogden, a

seasoned therapist, shares her considerable wisdom about rekindling sexual passion. No quick

fixes promised but a thoughtful recognition and celebration of the emotional, mental, physical,

and spiritual dimensions of our sexuality.”—Sandra R. Leiblum, PhD, author of Getting the Sex

You WantABOUT THE BOOKDrawing on three decades of experience as a sex therapist and

sex researcher, Dr. Gina Ogden shows you how to:Open up to the four energies that spark

desireCreate heart-to-heart communication with your partnerTranscend guilt, shame, and

“good-girls-don't” messagesHelp heal the sexual wounds of abuse, addiction, affairs, and low

self-esteemEnjoy sexual pleasure throughout your life span—from new love, to parenthood,

and into your golden yearsTo learn more about the author, Gina Ogden, go to .GINA OGDEN,

PhD, has had a distinguished career as a marriage and family therapist, sex therapist, teacher,

researcher, and author. She is the author of several books, including Women Who Love Sex

and The Heart and Soul of Sex, and has been a featured guest on numerous radio and

television programs including Oprah. She lives in Cambridge, Massachusetts.Sign up to learn

more about our books and receive special offers from Shambhala Publications.Or visit us
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AuthorE-mail Sign-UpIntroductionRefocusing the Conversation about DesireTHIS BOOK IS

BASED ON what I’ve learned in over three decades as a sex therapist, educator, and

researcher. It’s also based on the 3,810 responses to the national survey I conducted on

sexuality and spirituality, which explored a range of questions other sex surveys have not

investigated. Instead of querying “how much,” “how many,” and “how often,” I asked

respondents how their sexual relationships felt to them and what they meant in their lives. My

earlier book The Heart and Soul of Sex discusses the survey results—which indicate that

sexual experience includes much more than we’ve been led to believe by doctors, religious

leaders, media reporters, and Miss Morrison, when she caught us fiddling with ourselves in

third grade. (“Class! We will now all place our hands on the tops of our desks—in full sight

please!)The Return of Desire continues where The Heart and Soul of Sex leaves off. It

investigates sexual desire through the lens of relationship. The focus is on women—who we

are, how we feel, and how our views of sex evolve as we mature, change our shape, our hair

color, and perhaps our partners and our sexual lifestyles. It isn’t that men’s opinions don’t

count. It’s that most models of sexual desire begin with men and end with women not quite

measuring up. It’s the old Mars-Venus view of the universe, where men are supposed to be the

fixed sexual stars. So to focus on women, on what we feel and on what we can do to reclaim

desire on our own terms, opens up a sexual cosmos that has never been fully explored.Part 1

explores the many faces of sexual desire. It invites you to understand the richness and

complexity of what women want—beyond performance, beyond hormones, beyond the medical

model that polarizes function and dysfunction, and beyond the cultural clichés that polarize

men and women. Here, you’ll learn about the four energies that spark sexual desire, and how

these relate to your relationships, including the all-important relationship you develop with

yourself.Part 2 investigates the myriad reasons women say no to sex. It leads you through

some major passages and pitfalls of sexual desire—from falling in love, to affairs, pleasure

anxiety, codependency, abuse, and “good old-fashioned Catholic guilt” (as one woman puts it).

It addresses some specific problems women associate with sexual desire: Is it childbirth? Is it

low self-worth? Is it men? Is it sexual orientation? Chapters in part 2 offer a breadcrumb path

through all of these issues, with scores of practical ways to help you find your way home.Part 3

suggests how you can expand your beliefs about sexual desire. It leads you to explore the

notion of sacred union—the spiritual mysteries of sexual connection and meaning. This is a

controversial path for many of us because we’ve been so accustomed to think of sexuality as

separate from spirituality. Yet you’ll hear from women—and men—who assert that sexual

desire is a path to the divine, and vice versa—that opening up spiritually can awaken the

deepest longings of the body. The afterword encourages you to create a new story—your own

story—about sexual desire and all that it may mean for your life.This book is a call to refocus

the conversation about desire—onto the kinds of sexual relationships women really want.



Throughout, I call on the wisdom of thousands of women of varying ages and lifestyles who

have shared with me how they’ve discovered erotic pleasure in their relationships. I invite you

to take their stories into your heart and use them as a blueprint for returning sexual desire to its

rightful owner—you. And I invite you to pass your knowledge on to your intimate partner, or

partners. If you are your own intimate partner, you can just smile inscrutably and keep this

knowledge all for yourself.Ultimately, The Return of Desire conveys the idea that our sexual

relationships are multidimensional, life-giving, and transformative and that the most enduring

qualities of sexual desire cannot be counted and measured. There’s no one right formula for

bringing the fullness of sexual desire into your life at any age. Nor is there one right standard

for judging you as sexually deficient or dysfunctional if you don’t feel hot for certain kinds of

sexual activity—or for any sexual activity at all. You’ll find information here to help you honor

your own experience, and encourage you to appreciate all that you see in the mirror of your

body, mind, heart, and soul.You’ll also find encouragement to step through the looking glass to

a larger vision of sexual consciousness. Desire can mean more than just a good time on

Saturday night. Nothing wrong with that of course. But desire can also be an ongoing

wellspring of sensation, of connection, of hope. Desire can plunge us profoundly into ourselves

and launch us galaxies beyond ourselves. Desire can lead us to understand that our most

intimate relationships form a template for all our relationships—with community, with the

environment, and with the realm of spirit. Too often we’ve denounced sexual desire as the

proverbial “bad girl” who leads us away from all that’s right and holy. This book welcomes the

return of desire like a beloved prodigal daughter.The care and feeding of sexual desire begins

with knowing what we want, when to assert our selves, and when to surrender and let go. This

is the ultimate secret to great sex. It’s the secret to a great life. If we could figure out how to

package this understanding, we’d all be billionaires. Bon appétit!Part OneDiscovering the Many

Faces of Sexual DesireREFLECTIONSWhat turns you on?We tease and talk on the phone

about how we will enjoy each other later that evening. Eye contact and body language can be a

great turn-on as well. The simple act of slowing down and really having a ritual sets the stage.

—Thirty-nine-year-old cosmetician from Birmingham, AlabamaMaking love outdoors in nature

and the elements; role playing—elaborate erotic scenarios; sensual dance and stripping, with

partner and alone; exhibitionism—watching and being watched; writing erotica and/or reading it

to each other, watching romantic and sensuous movies alone and with partners; masturbating

and using water with and without partners; making love on moving objects: vehicles, animals,

equipment; sensual shaving of self and/or partner (whole body—but one part at a time);

sensual massage of the whole body; sensual reflexology and sensual aromatherapy; bi-

curiosity and fantasy . . .—Fifty-one-year-old housewife from Secaucus, New JerseyLetting

another person touch me emotionally as well as physically. Opening closed emotional doors.

Risking love and rejection side by side, yet sensing that there can be no real rejection—

because the exploration is into the oneness between us.—Forty-two-year-old teacher from

Syracuse, New York1Opening Yourself to Sexual DesireI SEEM TO SPEND much of my

professional life reassuring people that it’s OK to feel good. Too many of us have been led to

believe it’s self-indulgent or immoral. Don’t touch, don’t taste, don’t even think about it. Or we’ve

learned that feeling good is all about material possessions—a glitzy ring, a flashy car. Or we

imagine feeling good is about looking good. Self-esteem can sometimes hinge on a manicure.

It’s the joy of shopping, not the joy of sex and intimacy.What about a larger view of feeling good

—one that offers more beauty, more vitality, more sense of belonging to yourself, more

connection with your partner? What about self-affirming, emotionally juicy, transformational

sexual experience? I’m not talking only about sexual performance, where intercourse or



orgasm becomes the goal. I’m talking about pleasure that touches your core. I’m talking about

feelings that reverberate far beyond the bedroom, and positive energy that expands your whole

life.This is what I call the return of desire. It means opening yourself up. It means knowing that

it really is OK to say yes to what you want—and to let go of what no longer serves you. It’s the

sense that feeling good sexually is a path of discovery, and an essential part of who you are.

It’s not about your hormone levels. It’s not about measuring up to what others say. It’s about

you.The Many Faces of Sexual DesireSexual desire goes by many names: attraction, passion,

love, energy, libido, and randy, all-consuming lust. It can fill us with wonder. It can lift our hearts,

rock our bodies, touch our souls. It involves what I call skin hunger—the longing for hot,

sensual touch. It also involves the inner woman—our cravings to know and be known. It

involves the loves, wishes, dreams, memories, fantasies, and meanings that are ongoing parts

of our lives.But sexual desire is so full of contradictions in today’s culture that it’s difficult to

define it in an absolute way. On the one hand, sex is everywhere. Seventy-seven percent of

network TV contains sexual material, says the Kaiser Family Foundation. Add to this the sexual

material we encounter daily, from wolf whistles on the street to in-your-face images in

commercials, billboards, rap music, the blogosphere, YouTube—you name it. Yet if you grew up

in a just-say-no family or community, you probably never talked about sex, even in whispers.

There was no direct language. Sexual desire was an invisible force of nature. When the winds

blew right there was pleasure, life was good. Ill winds could bring darkness, pain, violation.To

complicate matters, hundreds of experts have written articles and books that frame sexual

desire as a host for some grim problem—a medical syndrome, a loss of “drive,” a “sexless

marriage.” A much-publicized paper in a 1999 issue of the Journal of the American Medical

Association asserts that a whopping 43 percent of all American women just aren’t interested in

sex—this based mainly on questions about how often 1,749 of them had intercourse, but never

inquiring about their emotions or the quality of their relationships. My colleague, Petra Boynton,

informs me of a new desire disease on the horizon: the British are now speaking of “dating

toxins”—a mix of low self-esteem, shyness, pickiness, and desperation—which are said to

“infect” 5.6 million single people in the United Kingdom, preventing them from getting it on with

each other or even asking each other out.Such assertions and reports may sound silly when

you stop to think about them. But there’s a serious edge. The disease-based view of sexual

desire is supported by science because epidemiological studies focus on dysfunction—and

some of the studies are funded by the pharmaceutical companies that create the medications

for the diseases. Most important, I feel, this view dictates how we judge our own intimacies, our

own sexual performance. By the time the studies trickle down to most of us they’re presented

as breaking news. You might think low sexual desire is a national epidemic, for at times it

seems to get as much press as global warming.The truth is, fluctuations in desire do pose

genuinely painful problems for many women—and their partners. For some sexual desire gets

derailed. For some it goes entirely missing. “For me it’s stress, boredom, and rotten

relationships,” complains one woman. Others cite hormonal changes, illness, or surgery. “Our

sex life was devastated after my hysterectomy,” says a fifty-eight-year-old teacher. Other

women find desire altered by fear of pleasure, or by the antidepressants they take to relieve the

fear. Still others may experience the shadow side of sexual desire—guilt, shame, abuse,

violence. In the pages that follow I take all these issues seriously—as breaches of our birthright

to pleasure and intimacy. At the same time, I also keep us mindful of the larger picture of health

and satisfaction—so we don’t stay mired in the depths of pain and dysfunction.The Scientific

View—Sex as PerformanceIn the mid 1960s, the sex-therapy team of William Masters and

Virginia Johnson developed a model of human sexual response that quickly became the gold



standard for all subsequent research in human sexuality—especially after a phase of desire

was added in the late 1970s by Helen Singer Kaplan, author of Disorders of Desire and other

books on the medical treatment of sexual dysfunction. These pioneering researchers posited

that this basic medical model represented the universal pattern of sexual activity—beginning

with desire, and moving phase by physiological phase through arousal and orgasm to

resolution. It’s worth taking a look at this model, because it has formed the basis of the way

that most of us make judgments about how we carry on our sexual relationships.I’ve sketched

an outline of their combined sexual response cycle below. As you can see, it’s a performance

model—goal-oriented and focused on getting from desire to orgasm with no room for straying

from the track.What is missing from this performance model of sex? For one thing, it’s

disconnected from the rest of life. The desire phase appears out of the blue, with no

antecedent, no history. And the cycle ends when you roll over on your side and go to sleep.

This leaves out most of what actually occurs in our sexual response—which will become

clearer and clearer as you read women’s stories throughout this book. In addition, this model is

linear, an action model—which may work fine for the men who are able to proceed in a pretty

much straight trajectory from desire to “doing it” to climax to dead sleep. But if you’re like most

women, you take a more circular sexual path, enjoying the view before and after and along the

way. This will also become clear from women’s stories.All through this book I’m going to

encourage you to look at your own sexual responses in a much more expansive way—that

acknowledges all the dimensions of your personal experience: emotional, mental, and spiritual

as well as physical. I’ve found that it’s from this broad perspective that it’s most possible to

discover what may be keeping desire at bay—and most important, to discover ways to

reconnect with the vitality that informs all aspects of your life.So instead of viewing desire as a

commodity, something that we’re in danger of losing or missing out on, I’d like us to agree up

front that sexual desire is energy—a sustainable resource that’s available to all of us if we want

it, even those of us who may not have it right now. Not just to lead us into steamier encounters,

but to reconnect us with ourselves and our partners, and to discover new sources of pleasure

and joy.Also, if you’ve been searching for desire for a long time without finding it, let’s consider

that you may have been searching in the wrong place. Maybe you’ve been looking outside of

yourself instead of inside. My experience as a therapist and as a human being on this planet

tells me that the key to finding desire sometimes requires a deep and fearless search for

yourself. You can apply to the bureau of missing persons, but if the person missing is you, you

are going to have to participate fully in the search. I’ve had clients who’ve called me “the

restorer of lost women to themselves.” But I always decline that honor. You are the only one

who can find the missing you. Let the search be part of your adventure as you read this

book.Beyond Performance—Giving Yourself Permission to Feel GoodAccepting that it’s OK to

feel good is a big leap for some of us—it was for me. From earliest childhood I had the job of

rescuer in my alcoholic and neglectful family. It took years of failed relationships,

psychotherapy, and spiritual healing before I uncovered my pleasure-loving self hiding under

layers of emotional armor. When I finally emerged, I had to learn how to resonate with myself

beyond pain and suffering—and beyond trying to be Superwoman. I had to learn not to rescue

people who didn’t want to be rescued. Most of all, maybe, I had to learn not to say no when I

really wanted to say yes, yes, YES!A defining moment dawned for me when I received my first

massage—neck, back, belly, legs, the whole works. I was thirty-eight years old. When I rose

glistening with oil from the table, it was the first time I ever remember being free from physical

pain. The disorienting thing was that I hadn’t been aware I’d been hurting—because up to then

I’d been clenching every body part I could against feeling bad. In holding so tight all those



years I’d also managed to keep myself from feeling a full range of pleasure. In my newly vibrant

state, I realized that a significant portion of my life had simply passed me by. I’d been too numb

to notice it.As I trained to become a psychotherapist, and eventually a sex therapist, I learned I

wasn’t the only human being walking around only seeming to be present. Many of us live out

our days—and nights—far removed from our deepest feelings. I now know that we develop

defenses against feeling for very good reasons—so we can survive the traumas and dramas

that shape our lives. But if we defend ourselves hard enough for long enough, we lose the

ability to respond to new information—our systems become programmed to respond to what

happened in the past rather than to what’s happening in the present. So we may find our

sexual relationships locked into painful patterns of repetition. It’s a universal problem, but each

of us has our own unique story.If you’ve developed any kinds of numbness in order to survive,

that pattern may still be with you, wreaking some havoc with your sexual desire. For it’s not

possible to feel a full longing for pleasure when you’ve cut yourself off from your most basic

emotions and sensations. You can’t open to the wonders of human connection when you’re

constantly recycling your old defenses against disappointment and hurt. In part 2 of this book,

you can read more about these defenses—and how you might find your own ways back to

“yes.” But for now I want to introduce you to a model of sexuality that has proven to be a

powerful tool for waking up from numbness and rediscovering sexual desire and pleasure. I call

it the ISIS model.Integrating Sexuality, Spirituality (and More)The ISIS Wheel of Sexual

DesireIn the late 1990s I conducted an independent national survey to explore questions about

sexual desire that other sex researchers hadn’t begun to address in an organized way. The

survey questions were drawn from ones I’d been exploring with clients and colleagues over

more than three decades of practice as a sex therapist: How does sex feel? What do we find

most compelling and meaningful about it? What role does sexual desire play in our lives? How

do we open ourselves most vibrantly to desire? How do we communicate our wishes to our

partners? Does desire necessarily fizzle over the years?The survey was titled “Integrating

Sexuality and Spirituality”—ISIS for short. I know it may be unusual to see the words “sexuality”

and “spirituality” next to each other. In this culture they are generally regarded as quite distinct

from one another, even antithetical. Sex is understood to be primarily physical—as in the

Masters-Johnson-Kaplan model above. And spirituality is understood to be intangible—and

often paired with religion, which may carry with it a whole code of prohibitions about sexual

behavior. Yet my research has shown that sexual and spiritual experience share a common

and undeniable core quality: a hunger for connection and meaning.Nearly four thousand

people answered the ISIS survey—mostly women, ages eighteen to eighty-six, who came from

all over the country. Four in five of these respondents agreed: “For me, sex is much more than

intercourse; it involves all of me—body, mind, heart, and soul.” And almost half of them said

they’d actually experienced a connection with “God or universal energy” at the moment of

sexual ecstasy. Nearly fifteen hundred of them wrote me letters—courageous moving

outpourings that reinforced my sense that desire involves far more than physical performance.

Many of us long to experience a depth of sexual pleasure that can melt our boundaries and

surround us with a sense of cosmic love and support.The responses to this survey inspired me

to propose an expanded model of sexual experience, which you can find in my earlier book

The Heart and Soul of Sex. Here, I’ve translated it into a medicine wheel of sexual desire—a

template for personal awareness and growth.THE ISIS WHEEL OF SEXUAL DESIREAs you

can see from the diagram above, this ISIS Wheel looks very different from the physiological

sexual response cycle of the earlier sex researchers. Six of the major differences will become

clear in chapters that follow:Sexual desire is connected to the whole of our complex and



perhaps complicated selves—our physical sensations, our emotional feelings, our thoughts,

and our spiritual longings.Sexual desire is connected to our whole history—where we came

from, where we are now, and what we want our sexual futures to hold for us.Our intimate

relationships are inseparable from the rest of our lives. How we connect with them serves as a

template for how we connect with all of our relationships—from family, job, and community to

how we interact with the planet.The most powerful aphrodisiacs are not always quick fixes that

come from the outside. They are information, partnership, and positive attitudes that can last

our entire lives, if we want them to.The ISIS Wheel is not a standard by which to measure our

sexual performance. It is an organizing principle that helps us gather information for ourselves,

offers us a context for our stories, and provides a flexible container into which we can fit our

own experiences.The ISIS Wheel engages us as active participants to explore the depth and

breadth of our own sexual desire.The ISIS Wheel looks simple—and on the surface it is. But

individuals and couples who have used it say using it has a profound effect on their lives.

Throughout this book, I’ll be emphasizing the practical uses of this model, with scores of

exercises to help you understand the mysteries of your sexual desire and how they relate to

your life.This whole-person, whole-life approach to sexual desire runs counter to current

medical opinion, which would have us believe that balancing testosterone levels is the major

answer. But in my years as a therapist and researcher I’ve learned that sexual desire is much

more than just physical. We can’t always reclaim it through prescription. Nor can we possess it

through wishful thinking, power shopping, or other strategies that take us away from our

selves.What I have learned from the stories of thousands of women is that it is possible to call

sexual desire into our lives with intention on the kinds of pleasure that touch your core. As you

read the chapters that follow, I invite you to acknowledge your hunger to feel good, to construct

your life around what’s meaningful, to cultivate ways to feel powerful—not in the sense of

dominating others, but in the sense that a flower is powerful when it opens. This is the power of

fully expressing who you are.Now I invite you to come with me to explore the paths of the ISIS

Wheel—and the four energies that spark your sexual desire.2The Four Energies That Spark

Sexual DesireENGAGING IN THE SEARCH for your sources of sexual desire means activating

all your energies of body, mind, heart, and spirit. This holds true no matter what your age or

your prior history—and it may hold true even if you’re not consciously aware you’re activating

them. In The Heart and Soul of Sex, I’ve written extensively about these four energies, and I’ll

review them here, with a focus on how they spark your sexual desire. If you refer to the diagram

in chapter 1, you’ll see that these energies are all part of the ISIS Wheel. Let’s look at each one

of them now, as if we can walk right into the ISIS Wheel—starting with the physical

path.Physical EnergyThe Path of SensationThe kinds of activities we most often associate with

sexual desire are physical. And these activities are generally associated with sexual

performance—that is, genital touching and intercourse with a goal of orgasm. In our culture,

this is the so-called “real thing.”But if you listen closely to women speak about what really turns

them on, most say their physical appetites aren’t limited only to genital stimulation—what one

woman calls “zeroing in on the homing sites.” Though homing-site contact may feel pretty

wonderful, it can feel even better when you connect these few parts of you with the rest of you

so they don’t feel so isolated. The truth is, our whole bodies cry out to be touched. We want

hugging, kissing, massage, a sensuous bath—many women say all-over touching is the real

thing. For some “all-over” ideas see the Extragenital Matrix in the back of this book. This is a

simple touch grid I developed to suggest how we can explore delicious sensations on many

receptive parts of our bodies.But let’s not stop at touch. The path of physical sensation includes

more. Seeing, tasting, smelling—these can also spark sexual desire. One of the women who



answered the ISIS survey describes the sensual power of hearing. She says that Beethoven is

what originally did it for her. At a fateful moment a number of years ago, she happened to

experience a five-star orgasm while she was listening to the choral finale of the Ninth

Symphony, the Ode to Joy. Since then, music has become an ever-ready turn-on for her—

when she’s with her partner, and also when she’s alone.But beyond Beethoven, and even

beyond music, the whole world can act as your sensual playground. One woman sums it up:To

me sexuality is not based on intercourse . . . All creative acts and the power of nature is sexual

energy. Swimming in the ocean is erotic. Watching a lovely sunset is erotic. Eating a juicy

sweet peach is erotic.Physical desire resides in how we move in our bodies, too—our pleasure

in breathing, stretching, dancing, undulating our bellies, and swaying our hips—especially in

resonance with a partner. All these can affect us deeply and open us to erotic sensation even

though they aren’t directly focused on genital performance. The movement pioneer who has

guided me to explore some of these subtle avenues to desire is Emilie Conrad, author of Life

on Land and creator of Continuum, a uniquely fluid method of breathing and moving that she

teaches all over the world.Physical desire wakes us up—and the body doesn’t stop at the skin,

as Conrad regularly points out in her teaching. Our physical desires involve our minds,

emotions, and spirits, too. In the words of one of the respondents of the ISIS survey, “The heart

becomes smoothed and stroked as well.”Physical desire also resides in our relationships. It

resides in our ability to create excitement, beauty, comfort, a safe haven for each other. It

resides in intelligent touch—where you and your partner set out to know every inch and fold of

each other. It resides in permission to let go of the image of the perfect body we’re all taught to

strive for—reminding us to relax our shoulders, bellies, buttocks, jaws, and all the body parts

we tend to clench tight during our day jobs. Sometimes familiarity is what does it for us.

Sometimes what’s irresistible is a new lover with a new perspective and a new touch. One

woman says she never found this permission in her twelve-year marriage, but her current

sweetheart encourages her to “open and flower” during lovemaking—“I can yell or be loud, look

into his eyes at orgasm, masturbate, or bring myself pleasure.”Another woman expresses her

experience of physical energy on the path of sensation as poetry in motion.My body knows the

sweetness and gloryOf the language your hand whispers to it.Like a waking childMy body

recognizes you—Your touch finds its wayTo the secret places of my bodyAnd whispers again to

my soul.Emotional EnergyThe Path of Passion and CompassionEmotional energy is as integral

to sexual desire as physical energy is—and it’s almost as palpable. This is the path of passion

and compassion; of love, caring, and empathy; of safety, power, and pleasure. Women speak of

melting into intimacy with their lovers. Of feeling filled with sweetness as well as lust.Our

emotional energy can be a powerful initiator into sexual desire. “An affirmation,” says an

Indiana social worker. “Sharing our passion of life,” says a designer from West Virginia. “We

have an intense deep love for each other that has seen us through many hardships—it is the

tie that binds us totally,” writes a humanities teacher. “With my partner, I mean, WOW!” effuses

a grateful abuse survivor who says her present lover represents a U-turn from her long history

of rape, alcoholism, and divorce. For her, the essentials of sexual desire are caring and

nurturing—the ability to give as well as receive. Also essential is her self-esteem—the sense

that she can value herself and her own wishes—and discover a new capacity for empathy—the

sensitivity to appreciate her partner’s feelings, wants, and needs.I’ve heard woman after

woman assert that there’s a vast difference between just having physical sex and making love—

with a full range of affection and concern for each other. The emotional energy of desire

informs all the components of lovemaking—eye contact, heart contact, laughter, and words

that touch the core. For some women, these words are “sweet nothings”—praise, romantic love



talk, and poetry, delivered with warmth and focused attention. For others, the words may be

earthy and explicit rather than sugar-sweet. (If earthy happens to be your thing and you want

suggestions on how to move beyond a few four-letter clichés, read Sallie Tisdale’s wonderful

book Talk Dirty to Me and Aline Zoldbrod’s Sex Talk.)But the emotions of desire include many

intangibles, too—and scientists are beginning to recognize these as they use sophisticated

imaging equipment to investigate the psychoneurobiology of love. Anthropologist Helen Fisher

(Why We Love) and her colleagues at Rutgers University have been able to document in the

laboratory that love is a potent aphrodisiac—and far more effective than ginseng, oysters, or

the fabled ground rhinoceros horn. It’s more eco-friendly too, because it’s a constantly

renewable resource.Brain scans of love-struck college students reveal that love literally lights

us up—that is, it lights up the deepest, darkest, most primitive regions of our brains. When

these regions are activated, they affect other regions of the brain as well, including those that

control our thoughts and emotions. Brain scans of these students also reveal how love

enhances the sensuous ways of dopamine, a neurotransmitter that triggers exhilaration,

focused attention, and motivation for reward. But God forbid you should feel rejected. Hormonal

activity may be even more intense when love is withdrawn, say Fisher and company. You may

be subject to rage, revenge, suicidal depression, and worse.All this is groundbreaking twenty-

first-century information. But it’s also very old news. Over the centuries poets and artists and

just plain women have exalted the wings-on-your-heels pleasures of romantic love—and also

the dark emotions that haunt us when we get left in the lurch. “Hell hath no fury like a woman

scorned,” wrote playwright William Congreve some three hundred years ago, echoing

sentiments from the ancient Greek poet Sappho to our own contemporary Eve Ensler, author

of The Vagina Monologues, a performance piece that has raised global awareness of both

sexual pleasure and abuse.Mental EnergyThe Path of DiscernmentWe use our mental energy

to help us make decisions about what we want. We use it to ask questions: Who am I and who

am I attracted to—men, women, or both? Am I really monogamous—or do I crave the variety of

more than one partner? What is sex anyway? Is it really all about intercourse for me? Is there

something more? Am I in step with everybody else—or two-stepping to my own rhythm? Am I

through with all those exhausting mating rituals and happy to be alone and celibate?We use

our mental energy to field the conflicting messages that come at us from everywhere—e-mail,

TV, glossy ads in which women’s body parts are used to sell everything from beer to sports

cars. We also use it to sort through the messages we’ve received our whole lives long—“Good

girls don’t.” “Real men score.” “If you really loved me you’d . . .” These are the kinds of phrases

that reverberate from locker-room conversations, religious instruction, our mothers’ advice, and

more. They all add up—and they influence our sexual desire in the here and now. Think how

your life might be different if you’d had access to accurate information about sex when you

were growing up. Or if you’d been given positive, age- appropriate counseling about how to ask

for what you wanted—body, mind, heart, and spirit? Chances are your sexual thoughts and

dreams would be clearer of negative criticism and judgments—and that you could more

gracefully discern what you want now and who you want to do it with.Our mental energy is

active during our dreams, fantasies, and other flights of sexual imagination. And as a therapist,

I’m constantly reminded how profoundly our sexual desire is affected by our memories. It’s

connected to flashbacks of past lovemaking—the good, the bad, and the ugly. It’s connected to

the books we read and films we see. The desire for sexual connection doesn’t begin when

we’re already in the bedroom, socks off and door bolted. And it doesn’t end when we roll off

each other’s bodies and sink into a torporous sleep. It’s intimately connected to the whole

sweep of our daily lives—the thousand details of living that inform our sexual pleasure, where



doing the dishes can register as high on the Richter scale as a gift of red roses.Spiritual

EnergyThe Path of Connection and MeaningSexual desire is intricately linked with reaching out

to find meaning in our lives, whether that’s affirmation, or love, or liberation, or a sense of

connection with nature and the divine. These are what transpersonal psychiatrist Carl Jung

calls the “irrational facts of experience.” You can’t count them or measure them, but they’re

always present. It’s a matter of opening yourself enough to be aware of them.Connecting

sexual and spiritual energy is at the core of personal vitality and well-being, say thousands of

women who responded to my ISIS survey. They say this connection leads to “freedom and

joyous play,” “life force,” and “divine connection”—that is, to experiences that may radiate far

beyond the bedroom to energize their whole lives. This merging of sexual and spiritual energy

can recharge relationships, enhance self-esteem, transform belief systems, and heal mind and

body after histories of disappointment and abuse.“When I looked into his eyes,” says one ISIS

respondant, “I felt a rush as if a piece of my soul had joined his and been left with him for safe

keeping. He felt it too.” It’s not always that easy, though. Another woman recounts her ongoing

struggle to connect sex and spirit—and surrender to desire.There have been numerous times

where my strong spiritual nature has battled with my equally strong sexuality. However, when

they combine during love my spirit soars, often leaving me with an intense joy that my body

cannot always contain. Spontaneous tears of deep, pure emotion come forth—much akin to the

tears of overwhelming spiritual joy at my children’s births.For these women and many others,

there’s a significant “Oh God!” factor in sexual desire. As I explained in chapter 1, I’m not

talking about religion necessarily, but about the basic human desire for connection and

meaning. These women consistently talk about experience that’s way beyond physical orgasm

—the kind that opens us to deeper connections with ourselves, our partners, and a power

beyond ourselves—God, Goddess, nature, waterfall, or whatever we choose to name it.Some

women enter into sex worshipfully. For them, sexual desire may arise through ceremonies or

rituals that focus sacred intention—meditation, prayer, flowers, candles, incense, bathing,

special foods. Some women engage in Tantric practices to develop intimate and sensual bonds

with their partners and also with spirit. Tantra is an ancient practice that’s gaining increasing

popularity in the present—for more information, check out the scores of books and millions of

websites, including , and also see my chapter on Tantra in The Heart and Soul of Sex.But even

without a specialized practice you can open to the spiritual essence of your sexual desire. A

longtime survivor of abuse, addiction, and guilt says her desire is a spiritual experience in and

of itself:I literally vibrate with the energies that are inside of me. I feel above the earth, my

senses are heightened, and I have increased stamina. When we share orgasms, I feel that we

are “touching souls.” To me, my body really is a temple, and spiritual sex (or sex of any kind) is

the most pure form of worship that I can practice.When the Four Energies MergeThe Center of

the WheelMuch of our experience of sexual desire takes place at the perimeter of the ISIS

Wheel—it leads to a hug or kiss, or a bit of canoodling when you’re too tired to be fully frisky.

But sometimes sexual desire plunges us directly into the center—a place of compelling

physical sensations, of emotional, mental, and spiritual transformation.The center of the ISIS

Wheel is the place where all four of our energies merge. Here, we connect with the physical

aspect of desire—our bodies flow with sensation. We connect with the emotional aspect of

desire—our hearts expand with love and compassion. We connect with the mental aspect of

desire—our imaginations flood with light and color and memory. We connect with the spiritual

aspect of desire—we enter a vibrant terrain of feeling and being. As an artist from New York

describes it, “It’s the sense of oneness with my partner and the universe. The calm and

peacefulness. Overcoming the barriers of fear so we could just be one in the moment.”Only you



can describe the specific details of how you experience this landscape of the center. Many

women say they can’t find adequate words—not surprising because our language of sexual

desire has been so focused on the performance aspects of sex. It may help you to begin with

images rather than words. If you are willing, you can practice finding your own images right now

—by remembering times when your energies merged in the center. I prefer to spell this “re-

membering,” to convey the notion that all the information we need to know about sexual desire

is already there at some deep layer of our consciousness—all we have to do is give it

substance.Re-Membering the CenterRemember a time when you experienced sexual ecstasy

—or pleasure, or orgasm. These are your positive “re-runs,” as one of my research mentors

used to say. Or you can remember any delicious experience you’ve had, whether it’s overtly

sexual or not.Be still, be comfortable, be open, and notice how your body responds as you

bask in this delicious experience. Does your breathing deepen? Does your jaw relax? Does

tension drain from your shoulders and pelvis? Does your heart feel lighter? These are some of

the responses I notice in my body.Many women say their minds fill with light or with music.

Other women say their hearts fill with love for their partners. One woman describes this as

“times in which the body/spirit sings.” Another says she was flooded with fragrance that took

her to “the botanical gardens of heaven.” Another woman says it was physical sensation that

inundated her as she remembered caressing her naked body as she lay on a flat rock one lazy

summer afternoon:The sun beat down on my skin, birds sang, wind shook the trees, and fluffy

clouds carried away worries, cares, and concerns as I came with the power greater than

self . . . God (she has so many titles these days).As you allow yourself to fill with positive

memories of your sensual, sexual self, your whole energy field will grow larger, more vibrant.

Brain researchers can actually measure these changes. This energetic expansion changes

you, and if you’re in a relationship it can change your relationship, too. When you expand in this

way, your energy field stimulates your partner’s to expand and brighten, as well.You may be

able to feel the energy exchanges between you and your partner as an electric tingling or

buzzing in your hands and feet—“as if my life battery is charging,” says one woman. Or you

may feel them in your heart—as a surge of love and desire for connection. You may feel them

pulsing in your lips or breasts or genitals, or a streaming sensation up and down your spine, or

a melting of your pelvis and uterus—the varieties are endless.Some women recognize this flow

of sexual energy and welcome it. For other women it can feel scary, extraordinary, or even

weird. “Is it normal for me to feel these things?” But many women find it difficult to feel much

energy flowing at all. In the next chapter you’ll see why. Your four energies of sexual desire can

go underground when they meet the kinds of rigid scripts the mainstream culture gives us.

You’ll learn what we’re all taught desire is supposed to be like, and how you’re supposed to fit

your sexual feelings into a cultural box that’s far too small. You’ll also find keys to help you open

the cultural box so that you can reclaim your sexual desire on your own terms.3What’s

“Normal”?Reviewing Your Scripts about Sexual DesireAS YOU BEGIN to explore your own

paths to sexual desire, you may find yourself encountering a widespread assumption in today’s

world: “normal” is equated with successful and frequent intercourse. This is a cripplingly narrow

definition for many women—because as you’ve already seen, sexual desire can expand far

beyond how well you perform. It also includes how you feel, how you think, and what sex

means to you, to your relationships, and to your life.Though most of us aren’t aware of it, we

each carry some carefully crafted internal scripts about how sex is supposed to be—a story

about what’s right, what’s hot, and what’s not. We carry these scripts in our minds of course,

and many of us can recite them chapter and verse. But we also carry them in our bodies—they

show up in how fluidly or painfully we move, or how open or defended we are in our intimate



contact. We carry these scripts in our total energy field, too—in our emotional and spiritual

longings for pleasure and connection—or our rejections of feeling good.Usually our scripts of

sexual desire are laid down early in our lives—passed on to us by our parents, our community,

our peers, and our culture. Too often, we never stop to look at the scripts, or question that our

sexual desire may be motivated by something other than, well, sexual desire. In this chapter I’ll

discuss four scripts that regularly limit the flow of sexual desire in our bodies, hearts, minds,

and spirits. These are the performance script, the romantic love script, the good-girl script, and

the script I describe by the exclamation, “Oh God!”The Performance ScriptThe performance

script centers on intercourse and orgasm. And because these activities are easy to study and

measure, sex researchers have focused an immense amount of attention on every nuance. In

fact, most sex research follows the classic performance script: how much, how many, with

whom—ranging from arousal to orgasm to G-spot ejaculation. If your desire for sex doesn’t live

up to this script, it’s framed as a dysfunction—or, as today’s sex therapists prefer, a “disorder.”

But whatever way you slice it, dysfunction or disorder means somebody thinks there’s

something wrong with you.The performance script is stoutly reinforced by definitions in the

American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders used

by health professionals who treat sexual problems. In this DSM, the criteria for sexual

dysfunction are all physical, and they all relate specifically to problems with intercourse. This

means that the term “desire disorder” doesn’t officially refer to erotic feelings or interest in

sexual relationship. It only means lack of interest in the act of penis-vagina intercourse.Let me

point out that there is a giant double message in the reasoning regarding this issue. While the

medical criteria for sexual dysfunction are focused on intercourse, at the same time at least two

generations of sex researchers have consistently reported that some three-quarters of women

are not actually satisfied by intercourse. These reports maintain that we need clitoral

stimulation, along with extended warm-up periods of so-called foreplay.There are other flaws in

the DSM mind-set, too. For instance, not all women have partners to have intercourse with. Not

all partnered women have male partners to have intercourse with—or male partners who are

able to perform the act of intercourse. And not all women choose intercourse as their favorite

sexual activity even if they do have eagerly performing male partners. But here’s the major rub:

even if women are highly motivated by sexual activities that don’t include intercourse—like

clitoral stimulation or oral sex, for instance—they can be diagnosed by the book as

dysfunctional—because they’re not panting for intercourse. So is this dysfunction? Or is the

DSM dysfunctional? Either way, it leaves out an essential truth I hear from women all over the

country: that there’s a great deal more to sex than intercourse.All of that said, let’s have a look

at what science says our performance disorders are about, and how we should go about fixing

them—by the book.TESTOSTERONE, ESTROGEN, AND DHEA, OH MY!
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Marcia, “Recommended for women: intimacy and self actualization. Gina Ogden, PHD, is a

compassionate professional in sexual therapy. Here, her light really shines through if you are

ripe for opening your heart to yourself. It's not so much about the physical but more about

education and healing yourself. Awareness is brought (or returned) to a level that will make you

prouder. In one of the exercises, I actually found tears rolling down my cheeks as I released a

lot of emotional pain. That's an amazing level of understanding and it took her kind and warm

way of expression and suggestion to have such a profound reaction.”

K. Keiser, “Wonderful contribution to understanding women's sexuality & desire!. Gina Ogden

did an outstanding job of writing a wonderful contribution to understanding women's sexuality,

specifically, low sexual desire. She brings years of experience as a therapist to her work as an

academic researcher. The combination of using these two distinct roles to examine women's

sexuality and sexual desire provides the reader with a very comprehensive and dynamic

picture of what women's sexual desire is and how it can be enhanced. As a mental health

counselor myself, I found that the way in which Gina describes women's sexuality in her book

is a very important, and not regularly found, perspective in the mental health literature. Gina is

able to write about low sexual desire from a clinical perspective, but also go beyond that to

address the spiritual aspects of women's sexuality. I have found very few academic authors

that delve into this realm with such tenacity and such a stand for women to be completely

fulfilled in their minds, bodies and spirits.The book encourages the reader to look at

themselves as the source of their sexual desire, and strives to foster women's relationships

with themselves as the starting point for a fulfilling sexual life. This is very important and

empowering for women, who are many times taught by their caregivers and society to focus on

factors outside themselves to fulfill themselves. Gina's book gives women permission to ask for

what they want in sexual relationships and feel good about getting their needs fulfilled. In this

book, Gina does a wonderful job of writing about the different aspects of why women's sexual

desire may wane, which in my opinion could help readers find a context for their own

experience. The book also provides the reader with some excellent exercises for getting back

in touch with their own feelings of sexual desire, including a guided visualization and other

exercises.As a licensed mental health counselor specializing in sex therapy, I highly

recommend this book to women who are struggling with concerns related to low sexual desire!”

Cathy Lee, “An egalitarian message that speaks to all. Gina Ogden makes an excellent case

for the premise that desire issues are based upon desires not being expressed or met and not

because there is a lack of desire. Whether the reader agrees with this theory prior to reading

it, or does not, The Return of Desire is an excellent read in its comprehensive appeal ranging

from research-based work to its self-help format. It pragmatically goes beyond raising

awareness to discussing ideas and exercises that enable one to access desires that lie



dormant and effectively acknowledge them with self or express them to a partner. While it is

written specifically for and about women, its egalitarian message speaks to all. Ogden's model

is a hope-filled, strengths-based, non-heteronormative one that fortifies any practice.”

Lisa Collins, “A GEM of a book!. In my training towards becoming a certified sex therapist I

have read countless books and I can honestly say that this is the one I enjoyed the most by

far. I recommend it to clients, friends and family alike. It's as if someone sits you down in a

comfy chair and finally talks to you about sex in a warm, kind and funny way - A way that we

always wished we could talk about sex with our mother or aunt, but never could. Gina fleshes

out this topic in such a way that you can get out of performance based thinking and truly

consider sex, passion and life in a whole new paradigm, that is inclusive of so much more than

just the sexual act. Gina is able to settle our fears and provide such great comfort about the

fact that we're all unique and wonderful women capable of creating our own destiny in every

area of our lives. I was fortunate enough to attend a weekend workshop with Ms. Ogden and

found it to be a life changing experience. My life has sparkled in a more vivid way ever since -

In and out of the bedroom! Thanks Gina!Lisa Collins”

Sherry Rose, “Invites a Woman to Rejoin Her Body. I have sent this book to a few other friends

who are over 60. Gina invites the older woman to mature beyond the Youth Culture style of

being sexual. In addition to giving a model for desire, she asks some direct and surprising

questions about sexual orientation that could shake up ones life! Her discussion of spirituality

and sexuality are well considered and welcome in a world of bump and grind.”

runlong77, “Holistic Help For Intimacy Woes. This is the first review I've ever written on

Amazon. I read the reviews on here all the time before I buy things, and I always appreciate the

time people take to write them, so it's about time I return the favor! Anyhow, I chose to review

this book first because I think it is pretty amazing. I'm not very far into it yet, but I can tell

already the message is profound. Holistic help for your intimacy woes, rather than some

piecemeal drivel that reduces your problems to "hormones" or whatnot. Wow, thank you Gina

Ogden! This book is just what I needed.”

Kat F, “Treasured by my midlife plus clients. My women clients at midlife plus love this book.

Affirming, honest, helpful and well researched - plus a pleasure to read. Return of Desire is the

only book I have promoted on my website as book of the month! It's a book for Everywoman -

and truly a gift to our gender. Gina Odgen, keep up the great work you do, and give us more.”

Vagabond, “Good book for the ladies and men can get something from it too. This is a good

book to help you rediscover your sexuality if it has taken a back seat to other daily issues. I

recommend it.”

Jozan-Meisel, “Very important book. This is has been extremely important during my

menopause. It has helped me to have a different outlook on my sexual life and to have my

desire back...”
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